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A Low-Complexity Iterative Channel Estimation
and Detection Technique for
Doubly Selective Channels
Qinghua Guo, Member, IEEE, Li Ping, Senior Member, IEEE, and Defeng (David) Huang, Senior Member, IEEE

Abstract—In this paper, we propose a low-complexity iterative
joint channel estimation, detection and decoding technique for
doubly selective channels. The key to the proposed technique is
a segment-by-segment processing strategy under the assumption
that the channel is approximately static within a short segment
of a data block. Through a virtual zero-padding technique, the
proposed segment-by-segment equalization approach inherits the
low-complexity advantage of the conventional frequency domain
equalization (FDE), but does not need the assistance of guard interval (for cyclic-prexing or zero-padding), thereby avoiding the
spectral and power overheads. Furthermore, we develop a lowcomplexity bidirectional channel estimator, where the Gaussian
message passing (GMP) technique is used to exploit the channel
correlation information, and the intermediate channel estimation
results in the iterative process are employed to perform intertap interference cancellation. Simulation results demonstrate the
effectiveness of the proposed detection and channel estimation
algorithms.
Index Terms—Channel estimation, turbo equalization, doubly
selective channels, frequency domain equalization (FDE), cyclicprexing, zero-padding, CP reconstruction, Gaussian message
passing (GMP).

I. I NTRODUCTION
INGLE-CARRIER block transmission with iterative frequency domain equalization (FDE) [1], [26] is a promising technique to alleviate inter-symbol interference (ISI) in
frequency selective channels. By using cyclic prex (CP),
inter-block interference is removed and linear convolution is
converted to cyclic convolution in FDE, leading to efcient receiver implementation using the fast Fourier transform (FFT).
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However, cyclic-prexing incurs both power and spectral overheads that can be measured by the ratio of the CP length to the
data block length. This ratio is limited by two requirements,
i.e., the channel should be approximately static within a block
(and so the block length is limited by channel coherence time),
and the CP length should be larger than the channel memory
length. Hence, the overheads can be large in doubly selective
channels (i.e., time-varying ISI channels) when the channel
coherence time is short and the channel memory length is
large.
Using a shorter CP is a way to reduce the overheads.
However, when the CP length is less than the channel memory
length, interference between adjacent data blocks is induced,
and the assumption of the conversion from linear convolution
to cyclic convolution is invalid. Remedies based on CP reconstruction for these problems have been studied in [2]-[6]. The
basic idea behind them is to compensate the effect of missing
CP through the so-called CP reconstruction operation for the
concerned data block after cancelling the interference from the
preceding data block. However, these approaches can not sufciently exploit all available observations because, for detection
of each data block, the observations corresponding to the
tail symbols of the data block are discarded. In addition, CP
reconstruction is based on the estimated tail symbols (which
may be very unreliable). Hence, performance degradation may
be caused when the interference between adjacent data blocks
is severe.
In this paper, we consider the issue of efcient detection
without the assistance of CP in the context of doubly selective
channels. We assume that a conventional single-carrier transmitter is employed that transmits signal continuously (without
inserting any guard intervals) in a data block. To develop an
efcient detection approach, we partition the transmitted data
block x with length J (which is formed from a codeword
after symbol mapping) into a number of short segments {xk }
(note that such partition does not affect the structure of the
transmitted signal), each with length M ≥ L (where L is
the channel memory length), as illustrated in Fig. 1(a), and
assume that the channels remain approximately static within
a segment but not necessarily within a block.1 The received
1 In the proposed approach, since each block is formed from a codeword
after symbol mapping, it is better to allow independently processing for each
block at the receiver to avoid high latency. For this, a string of zeros is
appended to each block (see Fig. 1(a)) to avoid the interference between
adjacent blocks. Since the length of block x is not restricted by the channel
coherence time, it can be large enough to make the spectral loss due to zeroappending negligible.

c 2009 IEEE
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Fig. 1. (a) The transmitted data block x, formed from a codeword after
symbol mapping, is partitioned into a number of short segments {xk }. Each
segment is assumed to undergo a static channel. (b) The multi-path channel
causes interference between adjacent segments at the receiver, as illustrated
by the shadowing parts.

signal is shown in Fig. 1(b). Due to the channel delay spread,
the observation vector rk corresponding to segment xk has a
length of M + L, which covers all the contribution of xk . In
this paper, we develop an efcient segment-by-segment equalization algorithm based on a cyclic convolution representation
of the received signal for each segment through a virtual zeropadding operation. The proposed technique inherits the lowcomplexity advantage of the conventional FDE technique, but
does not need the assistance of CP. Moreover, it overcomes
the problems in the CP reconstruction based technique, i.e.,
it can sufciently exploit all the received energy (since the
detection of xk in this technique is based on the entire rk
instead of the rst M entries of rk in the CP reconstruction
based technique), and avoids the CP reconstruction operation.
Channel estimation is also considered in this paper. The
bidirectional trellis based approaches that carry out channel
estimation and equalization simultaneously [30]-[32] deliver
good performance, but their computational complexities are
often intractable. In this paper, we follow the more practical
framework of iterative joint channel estimation and detection
discussed in [10]-[13], [28], and [29], in which the channel
estimator is separated out from the equalizer. In [10]-[13],
[28], and [29], various channel estimation approaches such
as those based on minimum mean square error (MMSE),
least squares (LS), recursive least squares (RLS) and Kalman
ltering (KF) have been studied. However, in those works,
only a unidirectional recursion is involved in tracking the
time-varying channels, and some of them have relatively
high complexity. In this paper, we present a bidirectional
channel estimation approach, where the recently proposed
Gaussian message passing (GMP) technique [15], [16] is
used to exploit the channel correlation information, and the
intermediate channel estimation results in the iterative process
are employed to perform inter-tap interference cancellation.
Compared with the unidirectional approaches, the proposed
bidirectional estimation approach can exploit the correlation
information of time-varying channels more efciently, which
is essential to improve the system performance, as will be
demonstrated by the simulation results. The overall complexity
of the proposed channel estimation and detection algorithms
is O (L + log2 (M + L)) per symbol per iteration, where
L ≤ L + 1 is the number of nonzero channel taps.
The notations used in this paper are as follows. Lower
case letters denote scalars, bold lower case letters denote
column vectors, and bold upper case letters denote matrices.
The superscript “T " denotes transpose, and “H " conjugate
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transpose. The symbol I denotes an identity matrix with proper
size. Expectation and (co)variance are represented by E(·) and
V(·), respectively. For a complex variable, e.g., x, we use xRe
to denote its real part and xIm its imaginary part. In addition,
we use diag[a] to denote a diagonal matrix with its diagonal
entries given by a, and (A)diag a diagonal matrix with its
diagonal entries given by those of matrix A.
II. P RELIMINARY
In this section, we list the key results of MMSE estimation
principle to be used in the following sections, and depict the
receiver structure for iterative channel estimation, detection
and decoding.
A. MMSE Estimation for Gaussian Variables
Consider a standard estimation problem based on the following linear model
r = Ah + n

(1)

where r is an observation vector, A a system transfer matrix, h
a vector to be estimated, and n a vector of Gaussian noise. We
assume that the transfer matrix A and the statistics of Gaussian
noise n are known, and that h is Gaussian distributed with a
priori mean vector and covariance matrix given by E(h) and
V(h), respectively. Then the a posteriori mean and variance
of h can be computed as [14]

−1
Ep (h) = E(h) + V(h)−1 + AH V(n)−1 A


AH V(n)−1 r − AE(h) − E(n) (2a)
and


−1
Vp (h) = V(h)−1 + AH V(n)−1 A

(2b)

p

where the superscript “ ” denotes “a posteriori”.
B. Joint Gaussian (Linear MMSE) Estimation for Binary
Variables
The estimation becomes complicated for the following
linear model
r = Ax + n
(3)
where the entries of x are binary and independent of each
other, and the system transfer matrix A and the statistics of
Gaussian noise n are known.
We rst assume that all the variables involved in (3) are
real. In this case, the estimate is usually given in an entryby-entry extrinsic logarithm of likelihood ratio (LLR) form as
[7]-[9]
p(r | xj = +1)
(4)
e(xj ) = ln
p(r | xj = −1)
where xj is the jth entry of x. The optimal approach to
calculating (4) is based on the maximum a posteriori probability (MAP) criterion at the cost of high complexity. A
low-complexity sub-optimal alternative is the so-called joint
Gaussian (JG) approach [19], in which, by focusing on one
symbol xj , (3) is rewritten in the following signal-plusdistortion form
(5)
r = aj xj + ξ j
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and

 −1

denote interleaver

where aj is the jth column of A and

aj  xj  + n.
ξj =

The derivation of (11) is shown in Appendix I. Letting e(x) =
T
[e(x0 ), e(x1 ), . . .] , we can rewrite (11) in a compact vector
form as

−1 H


A V(r)−1 r − AE(x) − E(n) + UE(x)
e(x) = 4 I − V(x)U
(12)

where
(6)

j  =j

By the central limit theorem, the entries of ξ j can be approximated as joint Gaussian variables with
E(ξj ) = E(r) − aj E(xj )

(7a)

V(ξ j ) = V(r) − V(xj )aj aTj

(7b)

and
where
E(r) = AE(x) + E(n)
and



V(r) = Adiag V(x0 ), V(x1 ), . . . AT + V(n).

(7c)

(7d)

Based on the above assumption, (4) can be computed as
 

T

exp −12 r−aj −E(ξj ) V(ξ j )−1 r−aj −E(ξj )
e(xj ) = ln  
T


exp −12 r+aj −E(ξj ) V(ξ j )−1 r+aj −E(ξj )


= 2aTj V(ξ j )−1 r − E(r) + aj E(xj )
(8a)


aTj V(r)−1 r − E(r) + aj E(xj )
(8b)
=2
1 − V(xj )aTj V(r)−1 aj


aTj V(r)−1 r−AE(x)−E(n) +aTj V(r)−1 aj E(xj )
=2
.
1−V(xj )aTj V(r)−1 aj
(8c)
The derivation from (8a) to (8b) is based on the matrix
inversion lemma [23]. The result in (8) is the same as that
in the so-called Linear MMSE approach derived in [7]-[9].
However, the derivation described above is more concise and
straightforward.
We now extend the above result to complex systems using
quadrature phase shift keying (QPSK) modulation with
√ Gray
Im
−1 and
mapping. Denote xj = xRe
j + ixj , where i =
Im
{xRe
j , xj } are binary, and dene
Im
e(xj ) = e(xRe
j ) + ie(xj )

where
e(xRe
j )



p r | xRe
j = +1

= ln 
p r | xRe
j = −1



−1
−1
aH
aj E(xj )
r − AE(x) − E(n) + aH
j V(r)
j V(r)
−1 a
1 − V(xj )aH
V(r)
j
j
(11)

(9)

(10a)

V(r) = AV(x)AH + V(n),

(13a)

V(x) = diag [V(x0 ), V(x1 ), . . .] ,

(13b)



U = AV(r)−1 AH diag .

(13c)

and

C. Receiver Structure for Iterative Channel Estimation, Detection and Decoding
We follow the framework of iterative channel estimation and
detection [10]-[13], [28], [29], where the channel estimator
is separated out from the equalizer. The iterative receiver is
shown in the lower part of Fig. 2. It consists of three modules:
a channel estimator, an equalizer and a decoder. The three
modules work in an iterative manner.
In this paper, we assume standard soft-in soft-out (SISO)
decoding algorithms for the decoder (e.g., the BCJR decoding
algorithm [20] for a convolutional code), and focus on the
design of low-complexity algorithms for the channel estimator
and the equalizer, which will be detailed in Sections III and
IV, respectively.
III. S EGMENT- BY-S EGMENT E QUALIZATION WITH
V IRTUAL Z ERO -PADDING
A. System Model
Consider the following baseband discrete-time time-varying
(complex) ISI channel model
rj =

L


hj,l · xj−l + ηj

(14)

l=0

where {xj , j = 0, 1, . . . , J − 1} are the transmitted data
symbols formed from the interleaved output of a forward
error correction (FEC) encoder with Gray mapping and QPSK
modulation, whose a priori information (in the form of mean
and variance) at the receiver can be computed using the
feedbacks from the decoder [7]-[9], {rj } the observations,
{ηj } the samples of additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN)
with zero mean and variance 2σ 2 , and {hj,l , l = 0, 1, . . . , L}
the channel state information (CSI) at time index j.
To develop an efcient detection algorithm, as mentioned
in Introduction, we partition the transmitted signal x into K
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T

short segments {xk = xkM , xkM+1 , . . . , x(k+1)M−1 , k =
0, 1, . . . , K − 1} (assuming that J = KM ), each with length
M , as shown in Fig. 1. We use a static channel to approximate
the channel undergone by xk . Due to the delay spread, the
T
observation vector rk = rkM , rkM+1 , . . . , r(k+1)M+L−1 ,
corresponding to xk , has a length of N = M + L, which can
be represented as
rk = hk ∗ xk +
with

ytail
k−1

+

+ ηk + δk

yhead
k+1


T
ytail
k−1 = tail (hk−1 ∗ xk−1 ) , 0, . . . , 0

and
yhead
k+1



= 0, . . . , 0, head (hk+1 ∗ xk+1 )

T

(15)

(16a)

(16b)

head
where “ ∗ ” denotes linear convolution, ytail
k−1 and yk+1
denote the interference from the adjacent segments xk−1 and
xk+1 , respectively, η k denotes the AWGN vector, tail(·) and
head(·) in (16) denote two truncation functions that return
the tail and head parts (with length L) of the sequence in
the parentheses, respectively. The error vector δ k in (15) is
induced since the channel is actually time-varying within each
segment. However, it is negligible when the segments are short
enough and the channel variation is not too rapid. With this
assumption, we have

rk = hk ∗ xk + nk

(17)

head
nk = ytail
k−1 + yk+1 + η k .

(18)

and dene the following diagonal matrix


Gk = diag gk,0 , gk,1 , . . . , gk,N −1 .
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(23)

Then (21) can be rewritten in a matrix form as
rk = FH Gk F x̃k + nk
 

(24)

Ak

where the mean vector and covariance matrix of nk are given
by

 head 

(25a)
E(nk ) = E ytail
k−1 + E yk+1
and


 head 

2
V(nk ) = V ytail
k−1 + V yk+1 + 2σ I.

(25b)

We adopt the following two approximations which lead to
considerable complexity reduction:2
 
(26a)
V x̃k ≈ vI
and

 
V nk ≈ αk I

(26b)

where v is the average of the variances of {xj }, and αk is the
average of diagonal elements of matrix V(nk ), which can be
calculated as
αk = 2σ 2 + vN −1

L


l|hlk−1 |2 + (L − l)|hlk+1 |2 . (27)

l=0

Based on (24) and (26), we have

where

B. Segment-by-Segment Equalization with Virtual ZeroPadding
We rst assume perfect CSI hk available at the receiver
(and we will discuss the imperfect CSI case in Section V).
By appending a proper number of zeros to xk and hk , we
dene the following two vectors with length N = M + L:
h̃k = [hTk ,

0, . . . , 0 ]T
 

(19a)

M−1 replicas

and
x̃k =

[xTk ,

0, . . . , 0 ] .
 
T

(19b)



H
V(rk ) = vAk AH
vGk GH
k + V(nk ) = F
k + αk I F.

It can be shown that
 H

Ak V(rk )−1 Ak diag = uk I
where
uk =

N −1

−1
1 
|gk,n |2 v|gk,n |2 + αk
.
N n=0

(28)

(29)

(30)

Based on (28), (29) and the result of (12), the extrinsic LLRs
for the entries in xk can be computed as
e(xk ) = 4(1 − vuk )−1 S


 H H −1 
zk − Gk FE(x̃k ) − FE(nk ) + uk E(x̃k ) (31)
F Gk D

L replicas

where

Then (17) can be rewritten as
rk = h̃k ⊗ x̃k + nk

(20)

S = [IM×M , 0]M×N ,

(32a)

D = vGk GH
k

(32b)

+ αk I,

where “ ⊗ ” denotes the cyclic convolution. As a result,
the above operation for hk and xk transforms the linear
convolution in (17) into the cyclic convolution in (20).
Dene F as the normalized discrete Fourier transform
(DFT) matrix with size N × N (i.e., the (m, n)th element
of F is given by F(m, n) = N −1/2 e−i2πmn/N ). According to
the property of cyclic convolution and (20), we have
√
 √
 √
√
N Frk =
N Fh̃k •
N Fx̃k + N Fnk
(21)

and Gk is a diagonal matrix (see (23)).
Remarks:
1. The matrix inversion involved in (31) is trivial since the
matrix D is diagonal.
2. The product of matrix F (or FH ) and a vector can be
efciently realized using FFT.

where “•" denotes the element-wise product of two vectors.
Denote the DFT of h̃k as

T √
gk,0 , gk,1 , . . . , gk,N −1 = N Fh̃k
(22)

2 The approximation (26a) was rst implicitly used in [27] to reduce
detection complexity, and later adopted in many other works such as [7],
[18], and [29]. The impact of approximation (26b) gradually reduces when v
approaches 0 with the iteration.

zk = Frk ,

(32c)
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3. The term “−FE(nk )" in (31) provides soft cancellation
of the interference from the adjacent segments k + 1
and k − 1 in the frequency domain (see (18) for the
head
denition of nk ). Here, E(nk ) = E ytail
k−1 + E yk+1
can be efciently calculated using FFT because

T
E(ytail
k−1 ) = E tail(hk−1 ∗ xk−1 ), 0, . . . , 0

T
= E tail(h̃k−1 ⊗ x̃k−1 ), 0, . . . , 0

T


= tail FH Gk−1 FE(x̃k−1 ) , 0, . . . , 0 (33a)
and similarly

 H

E(yhead
k+1 ) = 0, . . . , 0, head F Gk+1 FE(x̃k+1 )

T

.
(33b)
Moreover, the term “Gk FE(x̃k )" is involved in (31),
which indicates that Gk FE(x̃k ) can be shared by
e(xk−1 ) (for calculating E(yhead
)), e(xk ), and e(xk+1 )
k
)).
(for calculating E(ytail
k
4. The complexity involved in (31) is O(log2 N ) per symbol.
5. In this approach, the detection of xk is based on entire
rk , and the operation of CP reconstruction is avoided.

=

+

l = 0, 1, . . . . , L

(34)

where hlk denotes the lth channel tap corresponding to segment
xk , β is a constant, and wkl is zero mean white Gaussian
noise with power pl = q l (1 − β 2 ). The parameter β can be
determined as in [17]. Equation (34) can be represented by a
Forney-style factor graph [15], [16] shown in Fig. 3. When the
information about hlk−1 (in the form of mean and variance)
is available, we can infer the information about hlk , and vice
versa, based on the GMP technique detailed in [15] and [16].
Now return to (14). Similarly to the previous section, we
have the following signal model after ignoring the channel
variation within each short segment:3
r̆k = Bk hk + η̆ k

p

l
k -1

VFwd (h )

hkl 1
E(hkl -1 )
l
k -1

V(h )

Bwd

l
k

E 2 V p (hkl -1 )  p l

+

E

Fwd

Fwd

p
E Bwd
(hkl )

Bwd

p

E E p (hkl -1 )

hkl

E 1E p (hkl )

E (V (h )  p )
2

E(hkl )
V(hkl )

l

l
k

w

Backward

p
VBwd
(hkl )

Input information for
Estimator (42) for segment k-1

Output information of
Estimator (42) for segment k

Fig. 3. Exploiting correlation of time-varying channels via bidirectional
Gaussian message passing.

is a Toeplitz matrix with the lth column given by
T

bk,l = xkM−l , xkM−l+1 , . . . , x(k+1)M−l−1

(36)

(in (36), xj = 0 if j < 0), and η̆ k is the corresponding AWGN
vector.
B. Low-Complexity Bidirectional Channel Estimation
We focus on one tap hlk and rewrite (35) as
r̆k = bk,l hlk + ζ k,l
where



(37)



bk,l hlk + η̆ k

(38)

represents the noise and interference from other taps. The
mean vector and covariance matrix of ζ k,l are given by

In this paper, we adopt the widely used wide sense stationary uncorrelated scattering (WSSUS) model [21], [22], in
which the channel taps are independent of each other and
the autocorrelation function for each tap is the zeroth order
Bessel function of the rst kind. The power of the lth tap is
denoted by q l ({q l } is often called the power delay prole).
Since the channel is assumed to be static within each short
segment, we use the following segment-level rst-order autoregressive (AR(1)) to approximately characterize the timevarying channel [17]:
wkl ,

p
E Fwd
(hkl -1 )

l =l

A. System Model

βhlk−1

Input information for
Estimator (42) for segment k

Forward

ζ k,l =

IV. L OW-C OMPLEXITY B IDIRECTIONAL C HANNEL
E STIMATION

hlk

Output information of
Estimator (42) for segment k-1

(35)

where
the
observation
vector
r̆k
=
T

rkM , rkM+1 , . . . , r(k+1)M−1 , Bk (with size M × (L + 1))
3 In Section III, the detection of x is based on r (with length N = M +L)
k
k
due to the effect of delay spread. In contrast, here we use r̆k (with length M )
to estimate hk to remove the impact from adjacent segments.

E(ζ k,l ) = E(r̆k ) − bk,l E(hlk )

(39a)

V(ζ k,l ) = V(r̆k ) − V(hlk )bk,l bH
k,l

(39b)

and
with
E(r̆k ) =

L




bk,l E(hlk )

(39c)

2
V(hlk )bk,l bH
k,l + 2σ I.

(39d)

l =0

and
V(r̆k ) =

L




l =0

In general, V(ζ k,l ) is a full matrix. To reduce the computational complexity in the following developed estimation
algorithm, we approximate V(ζ k,l ) using its diagonal part4


Dk,l = V(ζ k,l ) diag .
(40)
Based on the above approximation, the MMSE estimator (2)
and the model (37), we have
Vp (hlk ) ≈

V(hlk )
−1
V(hlk )bH
k,l Dk,l bk,l + 1

(41a)

4 This approximation can be justied as follows. At the beginning of the
process of the iterative channel estimation and detection, V(ζk,l ) is weakly
dominated by its diagonal elements. However, the channel estimates become
more and more accurate with iteration, and hence E(ζk,l ) also becomes
more and more accurate (with respect to the true value of ζk,l ), which are
cancelled out from r̆k (see the term “r̆k −E(ζk,l )" in (41b)). This means that
the covariance matrix V(ζk,l ) will be gradually dominated by its diagonal
elements due to AWGN, and hence the impact of this approximation gradually
reduces with the iteration. On the other hand, the start-up of the iterative
process is critical. In Section V, we will discuss a way to start the iterative
process using superimposed training.
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Information from
iteration n-1

Information from
segment k-1, k-2,
...

Channel Estimation
for segment k in
iteration n

Information from
segment k+1, k+2,
...

Fig. 4. Relevant information used for channel estimation in segment k at
iteration n.

and
E

p

(hlk )

≈

E(hlk )+



−1
l
V(hlk )bH
k,l Dk,l r̆k −E(ζ k,l )−bk,l E(hk )
−1
V(hlk )bH
k,l Dk,l bk,l + 1

After some manipulations, we can rewrite (41) as

−1
1
H
−1
D
b
+
b
Vp (hlk ) ≈
k,l
k,l k,l
V(hlk )
and

.

(41b)
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By combing the forward and backward information, the
nal estimates {EpF inal (hlk ), VFp inal (hlk )} can be represented
as

−1
1
1
p
l
 p

+
VF inal (hk ) =
VFp wd (hlk ) β −2 VBwd
(hlk+1 )+pl
(43a)
and
EpF inal (hlk ) =


β −1 EpBwd (hlk+1 )
EpF wd (hlk )
 p
 VFp inal (hlk ).(43b)
+
VFp wd (hlk ) β −2 VBwd
(hlk+1 )+pl
Equation (43) is the application of the Gaussian Message
combining rule [15], [16].
Remarks:

(42a)





E(hlk )
H
−1
+b
D
−
E(ζ
)
.
Ep (hlk ) ≈ Vp (hlk )
r̆
k,l k,l k
k,l
V(hlk )
(42b)
In (42), E(hlk ) and V(hlk ) denote the a priori mean and
variance of the concerned tap hlk , and E(ζ k,l ) and Dk,l are
related to noise-plus-interference. The complexity involved
in computing (42) is low since Dk,l is diagonal. In the
following, we will discuss how to determine the values of
{E(hlk ), V(hlk )} and {E(ζ k,l ), Dk,l }.
The information that can be used for channel estimation in
segment k at iteration n is shown in Fig. 4. Specically, the a

posteriori means and variances about {hlk , l = l} calculated


in the last iteration can be used as {E(hlk ), V(hlk ), l = l}
to update E(ζ k,l ) and Dk,l in (42) based on (39) and (40),
i.e., to perform inter-tap interference cancellation. In contrast,
the a posteriori information about hlk itself calculated in the
last iteration should not be used as E(hlk ) and V(hlk ) in
(42) to estimate hlk , since the a priori information should be
extrinsic according to the turbo principle. On the other hand,
the extrinsic a priori information of hlk can come from its
adjacent segments (i.e., segments k − 1 and k + 1) through the
use of GMP based on the AR model (34). This motivates us
to propose a bidirectional channel estimation approach with
the following three steps (see Fig. 3).
1. Forward Recursion
Assume that {EpF wd (hlk−1 ), VFp wd (hlk−1 )} are available,
where the subscript “F wd” denotes the direction of
forward recursion. Set E(hlk ) = βEpF wd (hlk−1 ) and
V(hlk ) = β 2 VFp wd (hlk−1 ) + pl , and then compute
{EpF wd(hlk ), VFp wd (hlk )} using (42).
2. Backward Recursion
p
(hlk )} are available, where
Assume that {EpBwd (hlk ), VBwd
the subscript “Bwd” denotes the direction of backward recursion. Set E(hlk−1 ) = β −1 EpBwd (hlk ) and
p
V(hlk−1 ) = β −2 VBwd
(hlk ) + pl , and then compute
p
p
l
l
{EBwd (hk−1 ), VBwd (hk−1 )} using (42).
3. Combining the Forward and Backward Information

1. To accelerate the convergence of the algorithm, we
can adopt a serial tap-by-tap estimation schedule, i.e.,
rst estimating {h0k , ∀k} via the above described forward and backward recursions, and then estimating
{h1k , ∀k}, and so on (until {hL
k , ∀k}). In this process,
{E(ζ k,l ), Dk,l } are calculated based on the most updated {EpF inal (hlk ), VFp inal (hlk )} (i.e., some of them are
computed in the current iteration). It is similar to the
serial schedule for multi-user detection discussed in
[19], and also {E(ζ k,l ), Dk,l } can be efciently updated
with complexity O(M ).
2. Both the forward and backward recursions involve computing (42) with different a priori information about
−1
hlk . Note that, the terms “bH
k,l Dk,l řk − E(ζ k,l ) ” and
−1
“bH
k,l Dk,l bk,l ” in (42) are independent of the a priori
information, and hence they can be shared by the forward and backward recursions, which is the advantage
of using (42) over (41).
3. It can be shown that the complexity of the bidirectional channel estimation approach is O ((L + 1)M )
(i.e., O(L + 1) per symbol). If the ISI channel is sparse,
the complexity reduces to O(L ) per symbol, where
L ≤ L + 1 is the number of nonzero channel taps.
4. The discussion can be extended to the case of highorder AR models. For example, we can use a secondorder AR (AR(2)) model to get better performance with
slightly increased complexity (see the simulation results
in Section VI).
V. D ISCUSSIONS ON THE I TERATIVE P ROCESS
A. Equalization with Channel Uncertainty
The proposed channel estimator in Section IV provides
the channel estimates in the form of a posteriori means and
variances {EpF inal (hlk ), VFp inal (hlk )}, as shown in (43). To
deal with the uncertainty of the channel estimate, we express
the channel tap as
hlk = EpF inal (hlk ) + δhlk

(44)

where δhlk is a Gaussian random variable with
=
mean 0 and variance VFp inal (hlk ). Dene ĥk
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T
EpF inal (h0k ), EpF inal (h1k ), . . . , EpF inal (hL
k) .
to (17) and (44), we have
rk = ĥk ∗ xk + nk

1.E+00

According

1.E-01

(45)

where the distortion due to the uncertainty of channel estimates is absorbed into nk . Assuming that all the random
variables involved in nk are independent of each other and
following the discussion in Section III.B, we can perform
detection based on (45).

1.E-02
BER
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1.E-03

1.E-04

B. Channel Estimation with Imperfect Matrix Bk
In the iterative process, the means {E(xj )} and variances
{V(xj )} about {xj } are available. Similarly to the above
discussion, we have the following signal model based on (37)
r̆k = b̂k,l hlk + ζ k,l

(46)

where b̂k,l is constructed based on {E(xj )}, and the distortion
due to the uncertainty of data estimates is absorbed into ζ k,l .
Assuming that all the random variables involved in ζ k,l are
independent of each other and following the discussion in
Section IV.B, we can perform channel estimation based on
(46).

CP reconstruction
Proposed approach
AWGN
1.E-05
0

1

2

3

4

5

6

Eb/N0 (dB)
Eb/No
(a) Results based on modied channel power delay prole type B in
HIPERLAN/2 [24].
1.E+00

1.E-01

D. Steps of the Iterative Process
The steps of the iterative process are concluded as follows:
Step 1. Using the pilot signal and the feedbacks from
the decoder (in the rst iteration, E(cj ) = 0 and
V(cj ) = 1), the channel estimator perform a serial
tap-by-tap channel estimation through the forward
and backward recursions based on (42) and (43).
Step 2. Based on the channel estimates and the feedbacks
from the decoder, equalization is performed using
(31).
Step 3. The decoder renes the data estimates based on
coding constraints, and the results will be used by
the channel estimator and the equalizer in the next
iteration. Then go to Step 1.
Hard decisions on the information bits are made by the
decoder during the nal iteration.

BER

1.E-02

C. Start up the Iterative Process Using Pilot Signals
We start up the iterative process by setting up matrices {Bk }
using pilot symbols (since no feedbacks from the decoder are
available at the beginning of the iterative process). Denote
. . , tJ−1 ]T . We assume that
the pilot
 sequence
 Re by tIm= [t0 , t1 , .Re
tj = P/2 tj + itj , and tj (and tIm
j )∈ {+1, −1} is
randomly generated, where P denotes the power of the pilot
signal. In this paper, we adopt the so-called superimposed
training approach [25], i.e., the pilot symbols are added to the
data symbols, which only incurs power loss (and no spectral
loss). In this case, the transmitted signal can be represented
T
as x = t + c, where c = [c0 , c1 , . . . , cJ−1 ] denotes the data
signal. Hence, in the rst iteration, E(xj ) = E(tj ) + E(cj ) =
tj and V(xj ) = V(cj ) = 1 (the energy of one QPSK
symbol is normalized to 1). Then the iterative process can be
started. Note that, in the process of equalization, some extra
straightforward operations should be included to remove the
contribution from the pilot signal.

1.E-03

1.E-04
CP reconstruction
Proposed approach
AWGN
1.E-05
0

1

2

3

4

5

6

E /N (dB)
Eb/No
b 0

(b) Results based on uniform channel power delay prole.
Fig. 5. Performance of the proposed approach and the CP reconstruction
based approach in 17-tap quasi-static ISI channels with normalized energy.
The segment length is 64 and the number of iterations is 10.

VI. S IMULATION R ESULTS
In the simulations, a rate-1/2 convolutional code with generator (23, 35)8 and QPSK modulation with Gray mapping are
employed, and the number of iterations is always 10.
A. Static ISI Channels with Perfect CSI at the Receiver
To facilitate the comparison of our proposed segment-bysegment equalization approach and the known performance
bound, static ISI channels are assumed. We set the length of
information bits to be 4096, and so is the block length (i.e.,
length of x). The segment length (i.e., the length of xk ) is set
to be 64, and hence each block consists of 64 segments. The
number of channel taps is 17. In each channel realization, the
17 coefcients {hl } are independently generated according
to distributions {hl ∼ N(0, q l )} (where N(0, q l ) denotes a
complex Gaussian distribution with mean 0 and variance q l ),
and remain constant for all the segments in a block.
16 Moreover,
the channel energy is normalized to 1 (i.e., l=0 |hl |2 = 1)
for each channel realization. As we know, the performance of
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Approach in [29] (AR(1))
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(a) The number of channel taps is 9.

Fig. 6. Impact of different segment lengths on system performance with
known CSI. The number of channel taps is 17. The number of iterations is
10.

1.E+00

1.E-01

1.E-02
BER

the system over such ISI channels is bounded by that over an
AWGN channel [7].
The simulation results are shown in Fig. 5(a) and (b),
where a channel power delay prole type B in HIPERLAN/2
[24]5 and a uniform channel power delay prole are adopted,
respectively. The performance of CP reconstruction based
approach is also included for comparison. From this gure, it
can be found that the proposed technique can almost achieve
the performance bound at relatively high Eb /N0 range, which
implies that ISI and inter-segment interference are almost
eliminated. In contrast, the CP reconstruction based approach
can not approach this bound closely due to the energy loss.
The performance of the CP reconstruction based approach
is worse for the uniform channel power delay prole than
for the channel power delay prole in [24] because the
former channel power delay prole causes severer interference
between adjacent segments.

5

E /N (dB)
Eb/No
b 0

1.E-03
Approach in [29] (AR(1))
Unidirectional (AR(1))
Approach in [10] (AR(1))
Unidirectional (AR(2))
Bidirectional (AR(1))
Bidirectional (AR(2))
Channel known

1.E-04

1.E-05
0

1
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3

4
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6

7

8

E /N
Eb/No
b 0 (dB)

(b) The number of channel taps is 17.
Fig. 7. Performance of the proposed approach and the approaches in [10]
and [29]. The power loss of about 1 dB due to the use of the pilot signal is
included in Eb /N0 . The number of iterations is 10, and the segment length
is 64.

B. Doubly Selective Channels
The WSSUS channel model [21], [22] is adopted, and the
channels vary symbol by symbol (i.e., they vary within each
segment). We set carrier frequency f0 = 2 GHz, symbol
duration Ts = 2.5μs, and mobile speed vm = 280 km/hr.
Hence the Doppler spread fD = 518.52 Hz. The power delay
prole is selected as q l = exp(−0.1l). For each channel
realization,
the average channel energy is normalized to 1 (i.e.,
J−1 
L
J −1 j=0 l=0 |hj,l |2 = 1). The information bit length is
2048, and so is the block length.
We rst test the proposed approach with CSI available at
the receiver (i.e., the exact CSI corresponding to the middle
of each segment is known at the receiver), and examine the
impact of different segment lengths on system performance.
Fig. 6 shows the system performance with segment length
M = 32, 64, 128, and 256 (i.e., correspondingly fD M Ts =
0.041, 0.083, 0.166, and 0.331, respectively) when the number
of channel taps is 17. The performance of the system over an
5 Since there are only 16 taps in [24], we set the power of the 17th tap to
zero in the simulation.

AWGN channel is also shown for reference.6 It can be found
from Fig. 6 that the system performance degrades with the
increase of segment length. Performance is relatively poor at
M = 128 compared with M = 64 and 32. An error oor
occurs at M = 256. This is because the algorithm assumes
a static ISI channel within a segment (i.e., the error vector
δ k in (15) is ignored). It can also be found that the system
has similar performance when M = 32 and 64. This indicates
that, the assumption of static channel within each segment is
reasonable when M ≤ 64. Here, we should note that, if the
conventional FDE is employed with M = 64, the use of CP
will incur power loss of at least about 1 dB and a considerable
spectral loss of more than 20%.
We next examine the system performance with estimated
CSI. We set M = 64 at which the channel can be regarded
6 We should note that it is only a loose lower bound for the performance of
the system over the time-varying channels with normalized average channel
energy 1 due to the uctuation of instantaneous channel energy, which is
different from the case of time-invariant ISI channel in Section VI.A.
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as approximately static within a segment. The power ratio of
the superimposed pilot signal to data signal is 1/4, resulting in
power loss of about 1 dB. The performance of the proposed
approach is shown in Fig. 7, where the power loss of about 1
dB due to the use of pilot signal has been included in Eb /N0 .
It can be found that if the power loss is ignored, the performance gap between the system with the proposed bidirectional
channel estimation algorithm and that with channel known is
within 2dB using AR(1) model, and it is within 1dB using
AR(2) model, for the time-varying channels with both 9 taps
and 17 taps. The performance of the unidirectional KF-based
approaches with AR(1) in [10] and [29] (whose complexities
are O((L + 1)2 ) and O(log2 (M + L)), respectively), are also
included for comparison. It can be found that, among all the
unidirectional approaches based on AR(1) channel model, the
approach in [10] delivers the best performance but at the
cost of highest complexity, and the approach in [29] suffers
from performance loss due to the approximation involved in
performing KF in the frequency domain. It can also be found
that the proposed bidirectional approach outperforms all the
unidirectional approaches for all scenarios. Their performance
gaps become very signicant when the number of channel taps
is large.
VII. C ONCLUSION
We have proposed a low-complexity iterative joint channel
estimation, equalization and decoding technique for doubly
selective channels. The key to the proposed technique is a
segment-by-segment processing strategy. Through a virtual
zero-padding technique, the proposed segment-by-segment
equalizer inherits the low-complexity advantage of the conventional FDE technique. On the other hand, it does not
resort to CP, thereby avoids the power and spectral overheads
of the conventional FDE technique. To effectively exploit
the correlation characteristic of time-varying channels, we
have also developed a low-complexity bidirectional channel
estimation algorithm by using the recently proposed Gaussian
message passing technique. Simulation results have demonstrated the effectiveness of the proposed equalization and
channel estimation algorithms.

and


r̄ =

rRe
rIm




,

n̄ =

nRe
nIm

 
1
V ξ̄j = V(r̄) − V(xj )āj āTj
2
with

⎛
⎞
2I−1
 T
1 ⎝ 
V(r̄) =
V x(j)I āj āj + C⎠
2 j=0

and


C=

V(n̄) 0
0 V(n̄)

(50)

(51a)


(51b)

where (·)I deontes the modulo operation with respect to I.
Similarly to the real case, we can obtain the extrinsic LLR of
x̄j as follows:


āTj V(r̄)−1 r̄ − E(r̄) + āj E(x̄j )
e(x̄j ) = 2
.
(52)
1 − 2−1 V(x̄j )āTj V(r̄)−1 āj
We can verify that
e(xj ) = e(x̄j ) + ie(x̄j+I )


−1
aH
r − E(r) + aj E(xj )
j V(r)
=4
−1 a
1 − V(xj )aH
j
j V(r)

(53)

based on the fact that, for an invertible complex matrix B, the
inverse of matrix B̄ dened as
 Re

− BIm
B
(54)
B̄ =
BIm
BRe
is given by
B̄

−1

 
Re
Im 

B−1
− B−1
=  −1 Im
 −1 Re .
B
B

(55)

Equation (11) follows from (53).
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Then a complex model given by (3) is equivalent to the
following real one
r̄ = Āx̄ + n̄.
(48)
From (47), we can see that xj = x̄j + ix̄I+j , where I is the
length of x, and x̄j is the jth element in x̄. Let us focus on
x̄j , and treat all the other bits as interference. Then (48) can
be rewritten as
(49)
r̄ = āj x̄j + ξ̄j
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